extreme bikinis taking a
Bikinis have always been a hot option in summers to beat off the summer heat and also for the
ladies to show off their body. Bikinis have long been evolved from being just a swimwear to
become one of the fastest selling things in the market. The bikinis are a signs of sense of
independence for women and it readily gives an opportunity to women to show off their boldness.
The extreme bikinis that have started a recent trend have made sure that they become one of the
boldest things selling in the market. This type of bikinis have not been made for swimmers or for
people to wear it and do some heavy activities wearing it.
There are a tons of variations available in the extreme bikini category some of which cover a
decent part of your body while some go to the extreme and justExtreme Bikinis cover the bare
minimum parts of your body.
There are many variations available if you are thinking of going with the extreme bikini. Some of
the variations that are considered extreme include the the teardrop, the mini bikini, see through
bikinis, etc. While at one point the thong bikini was considered extreme, today these new bikinis
have gone far beyond the thong when it comes to extreme. Some of these bikini options cover the
bare minimum, and some don't even cover that much.
Some of the variations in this type of bikini are:
• Animal Print bikinis: These animal print bikinis are a hot sale option in the market. There are
various option available in the market to choose from such as cheetah or leopard bikini, the zebra
bikini, etc.
• Teardrop bikini: The name as it suggests, the bikini is in the form of teardrop, which covers only
the much required parts of the body and some of them even do that! There are just the tears that
cover some of the body parts, one tear covers the upper body part and the other tear covers the
lower body part. As these bikinis are like the see through ones they often have a restriction as to
wear that.
• No strings bikini: No strings bikini is for that intimate pool parties because there are literally no
strings on this type of bikini and the bikini just hangs on the body.
• Mesh bikini: Mesh bikinis are the semi transparent category of bikinis where the cloth is
generally of fishnet material.
These entire bikinis are made for the curves and hence these bikini require a good body shape
and hence if you are out of shape, try to hit the gym as fast as possible if you want to wear one of
those!

